
Residential lease with special focus on joint residential lease

Summary

The subject of my diploma thesis will be the residential lease focusing on joint 

residential lease. I decided to choose this particular topic since it has been an issue of ultimate 

interest for me during all the years of my studies at Law Faculty. In addition to property legal 

title it concerns above all the contract of lease on the grounds of which one of the most 

fundamental human needs, housing, is satisfied. 

The objective of the submitted thesis is to provide the most comprehensive 

presentation related to residential lease as possible. The thesis aims to include all 

particularities ensuing from joint residential lease. As a basic source of the corresponding 

legal regulation the Civil Code was used and an extensive judicature was considered to have 

an equally irreplaceable importance. 

The diploma thesis is divided into eight chapters whereas each of them deals with 

specific issue linked with residential lease. The given topic is always discussed and evaluated 

from the point of view of joint residential relations. 

The introductory part consisting of a brief outline as for the thesis subject is followed 

by the first chapter providing general definition of residential lease. It is primarily the 

elementary sources of law related to residential lease, definition of the term flat, and the 

concept of fixtures in a flat that are all listed in this part. It is also possible to find there a 

concise overview on residential lease as protected lease of flats. 

The second chapter concentrates on the term joint residential lease and it provides an 

outline of its specificities. The institute of joint residential lease of spouses is also presented in 

this chapter. 

The third chapter deals with the commencement of residential lease. It is further 

divided into two subchapters. The first subchapter is devoted to the commencement of 

residential lease in general, i.e. commencement on the grounds of a lease contract. It 

formulates the definition of the institute of a lease contract in general and it specifies all its 

essential requirements as well as it provides clarification as far as parties to a lease contract 

are concerned. The second subchapter includes the issue of the commencement of joint 



residential lease. This subchapter offers an explanation concerning the commencement of 

joint residential lease originating on the grounds of a lease contract or agreement. It also 

focuses on the commencement of joint residential lease of spouses and the commencement of 

joint residential lease based on passage of residential lease. Moreover, it explains the issue of 

joint residential lease whose subjects may also be presented by registered partners. 

The fourth chapter pays attention to the rights and duties of the relevant parties as 

ensued from residential lease and thus forming the content of lease relationship. It concerns 

the rights and duties of a lessor, a lessee and joint lessees with regard to the problem of 

dispute resolution which may arise in the course of joint residential lease. 

The fifth chapter focuses on the concept of the termination of residential lease in 

general. It includes the description of particular ways of residential lease termination that are 

treated in separate subchapters. Special emphasis is put on a notice of residential lease on the 

part of a lessor which may have significant impact on a lessee. 

The sixth chapter devotes in all its length to the termination of residential lease in case 

of joint residential lease. This chapter is divided into two subchapters from which the first one 

deals with the termination of joint residential lease in general and the second one focuses on 

the termination of joint residential lease by spouses which may occur either in the course of 

marriage, or it may arise along with the termination of married state. 

The seventh chapter provides an analysis of legal consequences related to the 

termination of residential lease in connection with flat substitutes. Subchapters define the term 

substitute flat, substitute accommodation and it deals with legal relations within the frame of 

flat substitutes provided the termination of residential lease of spouses occurs. 

The eighth chapter aims to offer an outline as for the amendment to the Civil Code 

which shall come into force as of 1 November 2011. This amendment shall bring about many 

modifications that will affect the problem of residential lease in a considerable manner.

Conclusion of my thesis summarizes the topic of residential lease and joint lease 

relationships.                                               
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